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SKYLINE ATHLETIC BOOSTER CLUB                     
Meeting Minutes  

November 17, 2014 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7:00 pm: Call to order by Sarah Clark 
 
Established quorum – The following board members were present:  Sarah Clark, Stu Isaac, 
Leanne Chadwick, Sheri Belcher, Anne Stevens, Tina Norris, Charles Jones, and Ellen Brody.  
Bill VanderMeuelen was absent.  Athletic Director Jeremy Barkey was present.    
 
PART ONE:  For Team Reps and Coaches 
 
Updates for teams 
 
Handouts 

 Sarah Clark distributed a folder from Noodles and Company with ideas for fundraising 
and promotions 

 
Skyline Concessions – recap of fall season, feedback on pizza vendor  

 The Fall concessions income was $22,723.  Expenses accounted for about $8,000.  As per 
the SABC practice, the income is split, with half going to teams who participated in fall 
concessions (all but 3 teams).  About $11,000 will be shared.  The fall income was 
slightly lower than last year, in part due to two fewer Wolverine Junior events. Alicia 
Schuster will be scheduling the winter concession events. Reminder that teams need to 
notify the concessions committee if they are not able to get the required number of 
workers for their date. 

 
The Corner – recap of fall season, plan for 2015:    

 The Dionne family organized most of the Corner events, but they have moved away from 
Ann Arbor. 

 The first five games were very successful.  The sixth home game didn’t go well for a 
variety of reasons (including high winds that damaged the tent).  Options for the seventh 
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game include having a team take the lead for doing a full concession event or running a 
more basic event (e.g., selling handwarmers). 

 We need to establish a plan for next year: the Corner requires coordination of supplies, 
licenses, set-up, etc.   SABC can provide an incentive to the persons who coordinate (for 
example, extra date for their team, contribution toward team fees). 

 Several people commented that The Corner works best if the organization is centralized 
and many teams can participate.  It would be nice if a team took ownership of The 
Corner, but not at the expense of other teams being able to participate.  Colleen Hughes 
asked for language about the Corner to send to teams as an overview.  Sarah will provide 
this. 

 
Winter Gala – Timeline and team responsibilities  

 Gala is Saturday, February 7th.  The goal is 250 people. 

 Need basket “themes” by December. 

 Coaches’ wish lists are due in January. 

 Parent representatives should ask team families to buy tickets.   

 Need to get wish list promoted in Eagle Blast.   
 
Roundtree Gaming (Millionaire Party): update  

 After the state law regarding charity participation in gaming, Skyline once again has 
approval to participate, but the model has changed.  Three adults are required to be there. 

 There is an upcoming event at Roundtree Poker Room.  Sunday, December 21 is an open 
date.  Football, track and baseball are working the other three dates. (Date taken by men’s 
basketball.) 

 Some asked how much teams make.  It’s unclear because it’s a new system.  The SABC 
will monitor this and report back to teams when the revenue is reported. 
 

Raffle  

 Coach Lovelace presented an idea of how to run a school-wide raffle (with all the teams 
given the option to participate). 

 About1, 000 students play sports. A possible price per ticket would be $10.   If people 
sold $50,000 in tickets and we give a $10,000 prize, we would make $40,000. 

 Need someone to organize printing and distribution.  Could give this to a team.  Based on 
the cost of production and amount of prize money, teams could get approximately $7 per 
ticket sold. 

 It takes about eight weeks to get a license for running a raffle. 

 Marjorie Dixon will look at legal issues about whether students are allowed to sell tickets 
(see attached for her analysis). 

 Colleen Hughes talked about her experience at St. Francis.  Very profitable. 

 Kit Bennett can make a website to track team progress in ticket sales. 
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Pay Pal  

 Sheri Belcher reported on the status of setting up a central SABC PayPal account, with 
the opportunity for each team to use it.  As reported in previous SABC meetings, this has 
been a time-consuming and difficult endeavor. 

 Based on what Sheri has learned, it seems that PayPal is not a viable option for the SABC 
and the teams.  For example, one person needs to be in charge of a password, which 
makes it difficult for teams to use.  We would need someone to manage PayPal use 
across all teams, which is a major responsibility. 

 Based on this discussion, we will explore other options, including Wufoo (used by Crew 
for their dodgeball tournament), CrowdRise, and Piggyback. Kit Bennett, Leanne 
Chadwick and Sheri Belcher will work on investigating these options; other team reps are 
encouraged to help out.   

 In the meantime, teams are welcome set up their own PayPal account. 
 

Athletic Director’s Report  
 Three athletes signed Letters of Intent.  Kayla Harding, Melanie Hampton, and Matt 

Orringer 

 Three new coaches were hired:  Donald Osugi, Head Bowling Coach for men and 
women; Jim Mason, Men’s Wrestling Coach; Holly Frederick, Women’s Lacrosse 

 Jeremy reported on teams using BSN as a fundraiser. 
 
Team Grants and Revenue Sharing   

 Sarah presented an overview of a new addition to the options for teams to “earn” SABC 
funds. The SABC is considering a revenue-sharing approach that would provide for a 
direct allocation to teams based on a variety of factors that contribute to the SABC and 
the teams. This would be not replace team grants, but rather would be an additional 
option. 

 Sarah provided an overview of what SABC supports (Hudl, Coach B, athletic department 
needs that meet multiple teams, team grants).  In the last five years, $36K have gone to 
teams in the form of grants. 

 Discussion from team reps and coaches: 
o Ellen Thomas likes the idea of teams who are active in fundraising and advancing 

SABC goals receiving benefits. 
o Jack Robenalt (coach of men’s lacrosse) wants guidance on how much to give 

away.  Are there allowances for non-funded teams to get more money? 
o Paul McKenney commented that he would like to see more publicity about the 

team grants.  Where is money going?  How much do teams get?  He noted that it 
is hard for teams to get volunteers with such a short season.  It would help to be 
knowledgeable about what other teams get. 
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o Summary:  a number of people supported the idea of having incentives for a 
return of getting SABC funds.  SABC will continue working on this approach. 

 
SABC Elections Committee  

 Ellen Brody reported that the SABC needs to establish an SABC Elections committee by 
the end of February for elections at the May Annual Meeting. 

 Team reps should think about their interest and inquire with team parents about potential 
board members. 

 
NEXT TEAM REP MEETING:  Monday, March 16, 2015  
 
PART TWO:  Board Business  
 
Approve October minutes:  Anne Stevens made a motion to approve the October minutes; Tina 
Norris seconded.  The minutes were approved. 
 
Since time was short, the SABC focused on making decisions on two team grant proposals:  
football and men’s basketball. 
 
Football grant: 

 Request is for contributing costs toward the purchase of a Raven End Zone Camera 
System. 

 Tina Norris raised the issue of conflict of interest because of so many SABC board 
members have football players.  The Board discussed how they dealt with this issue 
during the selection of a pizza vendor.   Board members need to disclose any conflicts but 
they are allowed to vote. Having a child that participates in a particular sport does not 
preclude a board member from voting on a motion or grant application for that team. 

 In discussion about the football grant, Board members were extremely impressed with the 
quality of the proposal and agreed that it would be a good use of SABC funds to support 
the purchase.  Ellen Brody made a motion to approve; Stu Isaac seconded.  

 
Basketball grant: 

 The basketball team’s request is for a practice clock and an iPad. 

 Board members were concerned with the quality of the application.  We need to see the 
income component for the team. 

 Questions were raised about how the score clock would be used.  Can women’s team use 
it? Coach Lovelace indicated in an email that it would be used by both teams, but there 
was no application or signature from the women’s team (which doesn’t have any money 
to contribute to the cost). Jeremy Barkey noted that the score clock could be used for both 
men’s and women’s basketball, as well as wrestling.  Jeremy suggested that the athletic 
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department may pay for an extra clock for multiple teams and that the clock would be the 
property (and responsibility) of the athletic department rather than with one team. 

 The justification for the iPad purchase was that it is needed for Hudl, but it was unclear 
how this fits into the Hudl program. Could someone donate an old iPad?  Put an iPad on 
the winter gala wish list?  The request for an SABC grant to cover the iPad was not 
supported by the Board. 

 
General discussion of team grants: 

 How much should SABC get involved in making decisions for how teams spend funds?  
An advantage of the revenue-sharing is that teams spend funds on what they decide their 
needs are. 

 What are our guidelines for grants (criteria).  We have a list of things to consider, but we 
don’t have criteria for how to evaluate the considerations. 

 It would be helpful to have a policy from the athletic director regarding supplemental pay 
for coaches. 

 Quality of grant applications – we should provide good examples (football and hockey). 

 The Athletic Director should be involved in the discussion about team needs. 
 
Adjournment:  The SABC adjourned at 9:15 pm. 
Next meeting:  December 15, 2014 
 
Minutes respectfully submitted by Ellen Brody. 
 
Attachments: 

1. Draft policy on team grants and revenue-sharing 
2. List of attendees 


